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Components of the Dublin Core Standard

• Core 15 elements
– http://www.dublincore.org/documents/dces/

• Element refinements/qualifiers
– “is-a” relationships
– http://www.dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/

• Type vocabulary
– Genre for type element
– http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-type-vocabulary/

• URIs for terms above
– E.g., http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/contributor

• Encoding guidelines
– xHTML
– XML/RDF



What is the Dublin Core (1)

• A simple set of properties to support resource 
discovery on the web (fuzzy search buckets)?

• Questions
– Necessary
– Possible (spam, expertise, uncontrolled vocabulary)
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What is Dublin Core (2)?
• An extensible ontology for resource desciption?
• Questions: 

– Are these the right primitive classes?
– Is the attribute/value data model rich enough?



What is the Dublin Core (3)?
• A cross-domain switchboard for combining 

heterogeneous formats?
• Same modeling and class problems

Dubin
Core?
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What is the Dublin Core (4)?

• Raw materials for generating refined descriptions



Metadata question 1: What types of resources?



Metadata question 2: What level of expertise?

Creator Expertise (High to Low)
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Metadata question 2: How important is quality?

Metadata Quality (High to Low)
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Metadata question 3: Machine Generation?

Metadata Quality (High to Low)
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Metadata question 4: User needs

• This is not the only discovery model:

• What about:
– Collocation
– Topic browsing
– Known item searching
– Other needs for metadata



User Studies: Methods & Questions

1. Observations of Users Seeking DL Resources 

– How do users search & browse the digital library? 

– Do search attempts reflect the available metadata?

– Which metadata elements are the most important to users?

– What metadata elements are used most consistently with the 
best results?



User Studies: Methods & Questions (cont’d)

• 2.  Eye-tracking with Think-aloud Protocols
– Which metadata elements do users spend most time 

viewing?
– What are users thinking about when seeking digital library 

resources?
– Show correlation between what users are looking at and 

thinking.
– Use eye-tracking to measure the number & duration of 

fixations, scan paths, dilation, etc.

• 3.  Individual Subject Data
– How does expertise / role influence seeking resources from 

digital libraries?



Eye Scan Path For Bug Club Document



Eye Scan Path For Sigmund Freud Document



Automatic Metadata Generation & Evaluation 

Evaluating MetaData

Blind Test of Automatic vs. Manual Metadata 

Expectation Condition – Subjects reviewed:
1st - metadata record
2nd – lesson plan 

and then judged whether metadata provided an 
accurate preview of the lesson plan on 1 to 5 scale

Satisfaction Condition– Subjects reviewed:
1st – lesson plan
2nd – metadata record

and then judged the accuracy and coverage of 
metadata on 1 to 5 scale, with 5 being high



Automatic Metadata Generation & Evaluation 

Qualitative Study Results

Expec Satis Comb

# Manual Metadata Records 153      
571     724

# Automatic Metadata Records 139      
532     671
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Automatic Metadata Generation & Evaluation 

Qualitative Study Results

Expec Satis
Comb

# Manual Metadata Records 153      
571     724

# Automatic Metadata Records 139      
532     671

Manual Metadata Average Score 4.03    
3.81    3.85

Automatic Metadata Average Score 3 76



Models for Deploying Metadata

• Embedded in the resource
– low deployment threshold
– Limited flexibility, limited model

• Linked to from resource
– Using xlink
– Is there only one source of metadata?

• Independent resource referencing resource
– Model of accessing the object through its surrogate
– Resource doesn’t ‘have’ metadata, metadata is just one 

resource annotating another



Syntax Alternatives:
HTML

• Advantages:
– Simple Mechanism – META tags embedded in content
– Widely deployed tools and knowledge

• Disadvantages
– Limited structural richness (won’t support 

hierarchical,tree-structured data or entity distinctions).



Dublin Core in xHTML

• http://www.dublincore.org/documents/dcq-html/
• <link> to establish pseudo-namespace

– <link rel="schema.DC" href="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" /> 
– <link rel="schema.DCTERMS" href="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" />

• <meta> for metadata statements
– Use of attributes

• name attribute for DC element 
• content attribute for element value
• scheme attribute for encoding scheme or controlled vocabulary 
• lang attribute for language of element value

– Examples
• <meta name="DC.date" scheme="DCTERMS.W3CDTF" content="2001-07-18" 

/> 
• <meta name="DC.type" scheme="DCTERMS.DCMIType" content="Text" />
• <meta name="DC.subject" xml:lang="fr" content="fruits de mer" /> 



Dublin Core in xHTML example



Unqualified Dublin Core in RDF/XML

http://www.dublincore.org/documents/2002/07/31/dcmes-xml/



Multi-entity nature of object description

Photographer

Camera type Software

Computer 
artist



Attribute/Value approaches to metadata…

Hamlet            has a             creator             Shakespeare
subject implied verb metadata noun literal

Pla
yw

rig
ht metadata adjective

The playwright of Hamlet was Shakespeare

R1

“Shakespeare”

“Hamlet”

dc:creator.playwright

dc:title



…run into problems for richer descriptions…

Hamlet            has a             creator             Stratford

bi
rt

hp
lac

e

The playwright of Hamlet was Shakespeare,
who was born in Stratford

“Stratford”
R1

“Shakespeare”
dc:creator.playwright

dc:creator.birthplace



…because of their failure to model entity 
distinctions …

R1

“Stratford”

creator R2

name “Shakespeare”

birthplacetitle

“Hamlet”



… and their failure to associate attributes with temporal 
semantics

• What happened when
• In what sequence did things happen
• Concepts

– Discreet events
– Parallelism 
– Dependencies

• Temporal semantics are notoriously difficult and 
face tractability problems



Applying a Model-Centric Approach

• Formally define common entities and relationships 
underlying multiple metadata vocabularies

• Describe them (and their inter-relationships) in a 
simple logical model

• Provide the framework for extending these 
common semantics to domain and application-
specific metadata vocabularies.



Events are key to understanding resource complexity?
• Events are implicit in most metadata formats (e.g., 

‘date published’, ‘translator’)
• Modeling implied events as first-class objects 

provides attachment points for common entities –
e.g., agents, contexts (times & places), roles.

• Clarifying attachment points facilitates 
understanding and querying “who was responsible 
for what when”.



ABC/Harmony Event-aware metadata ontology
• http://jodi.ecs.soton.ac.uk/Articles/v02/i02/Lago

ze/
• Recognizing inherent lifecycle aspects of 

description (esp. of digital content)
• Modeling incorporates time (events and situations) 

as first-class objects
– Supplies clear attachment points for agents, roles, 

existential properties
• Resource description as a “story-telling” activity



Resource-centric Metadata

Adultery & DepressionDescription

1978Date Translated

1877Date Created

Margaret WettlinTranslator

Orest VereiskyIllustrator

Leo TolstoyAuthor

Anna KareninaTitle

1828Birthdate

MoscowBirthplace

?



“translator”

“Margaret Wettlin”
“Orest Vereisky”

“illustrator”

“Anna Karenina”

“Tragic adultery and
the search for meaningful
love”

“English”

“author”

“creation”

“1877”
“1978”

“translation”

“Russian”

“Leo Tolstoy”
"Moscow"

“1828”


